
Raw Ingredients is an unforgettable team development 
event to help your organisation uncover tomorrow’s 
leaders and build valuable team skills. Brought  
to you by VictorsFood and Logical Creativity,  
Raw Ingredients combines all the excitement and 
sensation of a gourmet food experience with the 
foundational principles of team psychology. Business 
logic and a creative spirit are artfully blended into a 
deliciously engaging and productive day of learning.

The way we do business is constantly and rapidly 
changing. To survive and grow, businesses need 
to embrace change, with team leaders fostering 
a culture of innovation and collaboration. To instil 
these sensibilities, managers need to understand 
complexities and subtleties, ask questions that 
challenge and seek out diverse perspectives that  
can influence change.

Through Raw Ingredients, you will be 
better able to identify, understand and 
address some fundamental dynamics 
about your people and their individual 
and collective performance:

•  What does each employee need, to buy in to the 
task or challenge at hand?

•  What can inspire your people to take on a task and 
follow it through on time and on budget?

•  How can you be sure that every employee is fully 
engaged every day?

•  What impact does the collaborative style of each 
team member have on others?

•  What do you need to do to ensure that daily 
operations and strategic planning are optimised  
for success?

YOuR RecIpe fOR success  
How Raw Ingredients works

A few weeks before the Raw Ingredients event, your 
team complete their online psychometric profiles.  
Our experienced facilitators use these detailed profiles 
to introduce your team to each other in a way they 
have never experienced, revealing their:

Raw Ingredients
the beginning  
of something big
Welcome to Raw Ingredients 
A team development program combining 
expert facilitation, psychometric profiling 
and a masterchef challenge to reveal 
the real formula for team success.

•  Natural talents and 
innate personal 
strengths

•  Instinctive work 
preferences and how 
to best deliver in all 
situations

•  Default vulnerabilities 
and how to minimise  
their impact.
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for more information:� 
Victorsfood
call:� 1300 337 011
email:� robyn@victorsfood.com.au
Visit:� www.victorsfood.com.au/rawingredients

Using the engaging, creative and tasty 
metaphor of cooking, our facilitators 
identify the individual attributes of your 
team members and how these play out 
within the unique context and dynamic 
of your team goals. 

The profiles act as a detailed guide into the psyche of 
each team member, showing that our unique talents, 
when understood and combined effectively, produce 
astounding results. 

These are the raw ingredients that can be used to 
explore and address any issues that may be holding 
back productivity, effectiveness and satisfaction in the 
workplace. These are the raw ingredients we blend 
into your recipe for success.

A mAsTeRcHef TeAm  
buILDInG expeRIence

The insight and fun intensify when your team is handed 
over to your executive chef from VictorsFood. Get set for 
a sensory experience as your carefully chosen teams 
prepare for a 4-hour MasterChef-style challenge. 

Whose restaurant rules?
Charged with demonstrating both culinary skills and 
team work, the teams work against the clock to create 
their own mini-restaurant, complete with mystery 
ingredients and recipes of varying complexity.

Throughout the process, facilitators observe every 
nuance of the team’s interactions, engaging 
participants in a dialogue aimed at building and 

strengthening relationships. After the meal, the event 
concludes by tying the day’s challenges back into the 
specific context of your own workplace environment. 

Our cooking experience with bite 
launches your team into a whole new 
level of collaboration... by providing them 
with sustainable skills and strategies 
they can apply to real workplace issues 
and challenges.

To ensure that the learnings of the day are fully 
embedded into daily work practices, and any blocks 
to lasting change are removed, we conduct  
a comprehensive phone debrief for all participants  
3 weeks after the Raw Ingredients event. 

Tasty options
•  We also offer half-day team building events. 

•  A range of world cuisines – these sessions are ideal 
for culturally diverse teams. 

•  Should you already have current team profiles,  
we can use these when running your  
Raw Ingredients event.

•  Competitive or non-competitive options.

Other workshops and programs
Building on the experience of the day you might want 
to indulge in some additional courses:

•  Vision and Values

•  Management Innovation Index

•  Managing across the generations

•  Performance coaching


